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Alpha Resources Increases Organic Product Options 

Now Offers More Compatible Products for Elementar® Analyzers 
 
Stevensville, Michigan, March 21, 2023 – Alpha Resources LLC, the leading aftermarket supplier of consumables 
and reference materials, is pleased to announce a product expansion in compatible consumables typically 
used with Elementar® organic elemental analysis instruments.  
 
Elementar’s innovation and growth has shaped the field of organic chemical analysis. Elementar is considered 
the first global producer of analytical instruments for industrial applications and an innovator of instrumental 
methodology.  
 
As a courtesy to website visitors, Alpha Resources offers on-line reference guides of compatible aftermarket 
consumables, making it easy to order or re-order the correct part or consumable. Reference guides of 
compatible Elementar products were created or refreshed, as needed, as part of the product expansion.   
Updated Alpha reference guides for the Elementar instruments, which detail compatible consumables or 
other aftermarket supplies, include the following analyzers: 
Organic Elemental 

- rapid CS cube 
- rapid OXY cube 
- vario Macro cube 
- vario EL cube 

N/Protein 
- rapid N exceed 
- rapid MAX N exceed 

TOC Analyzers 
- vario TOC cube 
- soli TOC cube 

IRMS-EA 
- vario PYRO cube 
- vario ISOTOPE cube 

 
“Although Alpha has years of experience supplying consumables to OEMs, deciding to expand product 
compatibility and support into a new brand line is still not something Alpha undertakes lightly. Determining 
which analytical equipment to support with aftermarket supplies requires the Alpha team to carefully 
consider product compatibility and perform extensive testing to perfect the products so they meet Alpha’s 
stringent quality standards while still providing a value to customers,” notes Ken Mantei, Director of 
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Operations for Alpha Resources. “We know aftermarket consumables form a substantial part of any lab’s 
operating costs. Ordering through a reputable aftermarket supplier, like Alpha Resources, is a way to stay on 
budget while maintain quality and reliability of analysis. Our years of experience supplying many OEMs gives 
us the confidence to offer these quality Elementar compatible products to the market -  with value in mind 
for the end user. ”  
 
Customers can be assured of product consistency and availability of lab supplies with Alpha Resources. 
Additional information about Alpha Resources compatible products for Elementar analyzers may be found 
on the website, https://www.alpharesources.com.  
 
 
About Alpha Resources 
Founded in 1978, Alpha Resources, LLC is a global leader in the manufacture and distribution of aftermarket 
consumables and certified reference materials for use in atomic spectroscopy analysis. Alpha Resources is 
ISO17034, ISO17025, ISO9001:2015 certified. 
 
  
 
 
 


